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MAHEPA is
hybridizing
aviation

One year has passed from our first
newsletter and we are moving closer to
our aim – paving the way for the aviation
industry towards aircraft with hybrid–

hybrid propulsion systems are feasible
in aviation but will also build essential
knowledge on how similar concepts can
be used for a regional aircraft.

electric propulsion system. As the
aviation industry is growing consistently,
so

are

its

environmentally-harming

effects – greenhouse gas emissions and
noise pollution. By developing a cleaner
hybrid propulsion technology, we can
significantly minimize these adverse
impact of air transport. Hybrid–electric
aircraft provide an effective solution for
cutbacks of CO2, NOx, and CO emissions,
as well as noise reduction mainly in the
vicinity of airports. The two hybridelectric

aircraft

models,

developed

within the MAHEPA project, the hybrid
version of the Panthera running on
internal combustion engine (ICE) and
the Hy4 running on hydrogen fuel cells
(FC) will not only demonstrate that

Improving
propulsion
efficiency
of aircraft
Reducing noise
and emissions
by flying
hybrid-electric
aircraft

MAHEPA’S MAJOR
ACCOMPLISHMENTS TO
DATE

environmental
studies on the

and

infrastructure

transfer of hybrid

propulsion technology to larger 19and 70-seat liners have started. The

After a successful theoretical study
on modular architectures for aircraft

project is gradually shaping a vision on
how aviation may be revolutionized

hybrid-electric propulsion, its reliability,

by hybrids.

performance

efficiency

Beside research work, major project

trade-off, the specification of the new

events had taken place in the last year,

drivetrain components were defined.

such as

The performed work to date includes

hybrid-electric aviation revolution and

the design of the electric motor, inverter,

exhibition at AERO Friedrichshafen

generator, battery management system

2019, one of the main aviation fairs in

and fuel cell system. For all these

Europe.

and

energy

MAHEPA Workshop: The

components, development and bench
testing is underway. Along with the first
engine test the safety risks were assessed,
showing that hybrids are not only
cleaner, but also safe to fly. The project

FUTURE PROJECT
CHALLENGES: HYBRIDS
AND SAFETY ISSUES

advanced with preliminary studies on
the hybridization of General Aviation and

Safety plays a key role in aviation

regional air transportation. Economic,

industry. While conventional aircraft
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have proven safe, the hybrids present a

communication and dual processors,

rather new technology and as such, they

the powertrain is easily controllable by

need to show capability of meeting the

the pilot, simply through a Full Authority

safety regulations and requirements.

Digital

In the design phase of the propulsion

Engine

Control

(FADEC)-like

system.

system drive components of all safety
standards
high

were

followed.

reliability

of

The

multiple

very
power

FIRST ENGINE TESTS - UP
AND RUNNING

paths to drive the propeller without
complex or redundant backup systems

The ICE (Rotax 915 iS) was run for the

was

Aircraft

first time in close to real-environment

and System Safety Assessment of

conditions. Since the purpose of hybrids

hybrid-electric

the

is to reduce emissions, evaluating data as

higher complexity of the hybrid-electric

close as possible to the real conditions is

powertrain architecture (compared to

a necessity, if standards on low-emission

standard engines), the usage of the

levels of noxious gases, especially CO2,

Power Management, Control and Delivery

NOx, and CO, are to be fulfilled. A compact

(PMCD)

constant

cooling system for the coolant was also

monitoring and automated management

needed to ensure correct airflow for the

of powertrain systems in any type of

general air-cooling of the engine.

demonstrated

during

aircraft.

module

Despite

enables

system failure. With a robust design
of the PMCD module, which includes
dual Controller Area Network (CAN)

Changing the throttle and rpm with
the

current

application

will

provide

information on the most efficient working
mode, as well as operating regime with
lowest emissions. After obtaining various
performance points, assorted automotive
biofuels and unleaded aviation fuels will
be tested. This will narrow the research
and provide the information on conditions
in which the best performance of the ICE
can be achieved.

Figure 1: Rotax 915 iS coupled to load machine

As a steppingstone, the emission tests for
gathering performance data for hybridelectric aircraft in general are needed to set
new standards for low-emission aircraft.
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PREPARATION FOR FIRST
FLIGHT TESTS
How to measure the sound of a
whisper?
How green can the power of the
electrons be?
It‘s time to get ready for take-off
towards the new era in aviation.

Aircraft and System Safety Assessment
has shown that hybrid-electric aircraft
are safe to fly, and tests of powertrain
components are already in progress.
The next step will be a real flight
demonstration with two aircraft
prototypes – Panthera and Hy4. The
installation of propulsion system into test
airframes had already started so both
systems will be tested in flight soon.
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Hy4 TEST FLIGHTS
While Hy4 had already flown in 2016, the
airframe is now prepared for fuel cell
integration. The emission-free fuel cell
technology will be installed in an integration
box, which is positioned on the middle wing
of Hy4. To ensure a safe operation of the
fuel cell power system prior to integration
into the airframe, currently ground testing

Figure 2: Prepping Hy4 for first flight in 2016

is being carried out.
Ground trials, where the integration box
containing the fuel cells was tested on
the test bench, showed no significant
difficulties or deviations. Therefore, the
integration of fuel cells into the Hy4 is
expected and soon to be followed by first
test flights next year.
Figure 3: Hy4 in flight

PANTHERA TEST FLIGHTS
From

the

very

beginning

Panthera

has been designed to be capable of
accommodating three different kinds of
powerplant, alternatively: a conventional
combustion engine (ICE) or, an ICEelectric

hybrid

or

a

pure

electric

powerplant.
While the conventionally powered version
has been flying since 2013, the integration

Figure 4: Panthera landing

of the ICE-hybrid powerplant is at the
final design stage and will be soon tested
at the bench first and then in flight. Key
performances of both versions will be
measured and compared in all flight
phases. This will allow assessment and
proofing of the foreseen and calculated
benefits of the ICE-electric hybrid version
in the real operational environment.
Figure 5: Panthera in flight
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THE SCALABILITY STUDIES
The serial hybrid architectures, which have
reached a considerable degree of maturity
through the first design and testing

procedures have been properly modified to
size both fuel and batteries according to the
peak power and the total energy demand
on a nominal mission profile. These sizing
methods will then be implemented on two

phases of the MAHEPA project, represent
a solid knowledge base for initializing the
preliminary sizing for different aircraft
categories.
By defining mission specifications and
additional design requirements, concurrent
design activities have started, based on two
possible study cases: a regional 70-seater
airliner

and

a

19-seater

commuter.

Politecnico di Milano will present possible
configuration with concentrated propulsion
scaled to the size of the Megawatt, whereas
TU Delft will explore the feasibility to have
multiple propulsors distributed over the
wing.
Sizing methods of preliminary aircraft design

Figure 5: Example of a sizing matrix plots for a 70seat regional aircraft in case of null take-off overrating

different in-home developed aircraft design
tools FLYCELL and Hyperion to make the
design converge to a feasible solution. To
enhance the reliability of the proposed
solutions the data will be constantly
calibrated between these tools.

MAHEPA WORKSHOP: THE
HYBRID-ELECTRIC AVIATION
REVOLUTION

The

discussions

identification
infrastructure
airports

To address open issues of hybridelectric aviation revolution, the MAHEPA
consortium and a pool of experts from
aviation and hydrogen industry (Linde

to

of

focused
necessary

and
enable

on

the

ground

investments

at

operation

of

hybrid aircrafts and on the scope of
investments, in relation with volume and
type of transport to be performed with
hybrids.

Gas Italia, Leonardo, Tenaris, Jülich,
and Encon) gathered together at the
MAHEPA Workshop on March 13 , 2019
th

in Milano (IT).

MAHEPA’S DEBUT AT AERO
FRIEDRICHSHAFEN
The progress made within MAHEPA
project on development of powertrain
design of the hybrid propulsion system
integrated into Panthera and Hy4 aircraft,
was unveiled at the well-known E-Flight
Expo AERO 2019, held from 10th to 13th
April in Friedrichshafen (DE).
The integration of propulsion system into
Panthera was shown utilizing the latest

Figure 6: MAHEPA workshop in March, 2019
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visitors was seing the newly developed
virtual cockpit of Panthera. Models of
the two aircraft were also on display. The
model of Hy4, the first four-seater aircraft,
propelled by a hydrogen-fuel-cell-battery
hybrid drivetrain, intrigued visitors with
its unique twin fuselage configuration,
while the model of Panthera encouraged
attendees to explore its hybrid-electric
propulsion system components using
the dedicated MAHEPA app.

PROJECT PARTNERS

PIPISTREL VERTICAL SOLUTIONS d.o.o.

Vipavska cesta 2, Ajdovščina
5270 Ajdovščina, Slovenia
PROJECT MANAGER

Dr. Igor Perkon

MORE INFO
WEBSITE: www.mahepa.eu
EMAIL: info@mahepa.eu
MAHEPA project
MAHEPA project
#MAHEPA
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